
Functional Overview  
 Inventory Module 



Inventory Module Configuration 

Step 2  
Select Inventory Related Menu from 

the School Configuration List 

Note:-To Use Inventory Module Initial Configuration of  Inventory Items is to be Done as Follows 

Step 1 
Go to Dashboard and Select Sub 

Menu School Configuration 



Configuring Approval Level Configuration 

• Allows user to configure the approval level in terms of user designations. This allows user to create a invoice. 

• It is driven by the creator‟s designation and followed by the next level approvers from first level up to fifth 

level. 



•There can be only one approval level configuration for creator designation. 

•Edit and delete approval level configuration facility is available and can be done if there are no pending 

invoices created by creator of respective approval level configuration.  

•Other configuration is to set the user level permission for inventory purpose, which are available at the user 

profile. 

 

 

 

 

•Can User Approve Requisition? : This permission allows user to approve the requisition if approval 

configuration contains the user designation at any level of approver. 

•Can User Create General Requisition? : This permission allows user to create the general requisition if 

approval configuration contains the user designation as the creator of the requisition. 

Configuring Approval Level Configuration 



Transactions Screen 

The list of the transactions required to be done for inventory module are : 

•Items Management 

•Requisition 

•Purchase Order 

•GRN 



Items Management 

On Items Management Screen, You can Add Item, Search Items Import Items, Add 

Category/UOM, Issue Requisition Items. 



Search Item Details  

Allows user to search specific or group of items available in the item list. To view the item 

details using various filers like Item name, Item Code, Item Category, Items Below Reorder 

Level and Non Moving Items. 



Add Item Details  

Step 1 

Step 2 
Step 3 

Step 4 

Step 5 
Step 6 

Step 7 

Step 1- Enter Item Name.  

Step 2-Select Unit Of Measurement.  

Step 3- Enter Item Quantity.  

Step 4- Enter Item Code. 

Step 5-Select Item Category.  

Step 6- Enter Recorder Level.  

Step 7-Click On Add Button.  

Allows user to add specific item details to make it available in the item list. 

Duplicate items are checked while adding the items for Item Name and Item Code. For multiple 

item entry user can choose Add and continue option. Added item is available on the list, from 

where user can update as and when required. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Edit Item Details  

Allows user to update existing item details to make the updates available in the system. 



Import Items 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 2-Choose filled file from system.  

Step 2-Click on Import Items.  

Step 1 

Step 1-Download template to fill the details of items.  

Allows user to add item list by importing item details to make them available in the system. A 

template is available to download. 

Fill the details for the item need to be imported and Import it. 



Add Category and Unit of Measurement 

Step 1 

Step 2 

Step 1-Enter Item Category.  

Step 2-Click on Save Button. 

Edit/delete 

category 

Allows user to add Category in the system to make it available for assignment with the item. It 

also allows user to add Unit of Measurement in the system to make it available for the assignment 

with the items for the stock. 

Category can be updated but allowed to delete only in case it is not assigned to any item in the 

system. 

Duplicate categories are checked while adding.  



Add Category Issue Requisition Items 

Allows user to search requisition, view the item list in it and issue the required items if available in the 

stock. The requisition can be searched by using the Sender Designation and Name. ‟Show general 

requisition only‟ option is available to view list of general requisitions irrespective of any sender. 



Issue Requisition Items 

•    View : View button is given for each requisition, to view the list requisition items with required   

quantity.  

•    Here current stock quantity for individual item is also available along with required quantity to verify 

if the requisition item quantity can fulfilled. 

•    Issue : If stock for individual item in the requisition is sufficient then the it can be directly issued, 

once issued the item is removed from the list and the quantity in the stock for the item (stock Qty - 

issued Qty) is updated. 

•    If stock for individual item in the requisition is insufficient then the issue quantity (by default set to 

requisition quantity) can be adjusted such as it is less than or equal to the available stock. Once item 

quantity is partially issued item remains in the list with following updated : the Stock Quantity = Stock 

Qty - Issued Qty, Required Quantity = Required Qty - Issued Qty and Issue Quantity = Required Qty .  

•    If the item is not available in the stock then item could not be issued. 



Stock Balance 

Step 1 

Step 2 Step 3 

Step 4 

Step 1-Search Item Stock using Search Criteria. 

Step 2-Enter Updated Stock Quantity. 

Step 3-Write Reason for updating. 

Step 4-Click on Update Button.  

Allows user to search the item in the stock and update stock quantity for an item. 



Requisition 

Allows user to view the list of requisitions using various statuses as follows 

•My Requisitions : The status displays the requisitions which are created by the logged in user. 

•Waiting for My Approval : The status displays the requisitions which are received from the 

other user and waiting for the logged in user‟s approval. 

•Pending : The status displays the requisitions which are send by logged in user and pending for 

approval. 



Approved: The status displays the requisitions which are send by logged in user 

and approved by final approver. 

Deny: The status displays the requisitions which are send by logged in user and 

denied by approver. 

User Level Permissions in the Inventory:  

User can create a requisition if user has permission to create a requisitions i.e. 

an option „Can User Create General Requisition‟ is selected on the user profile.  

 

 

 

 

Similar to create requisition an option „Can User Approve Requisition‟ is 

available, if selected for an user from his profile, user is allowed to approve the 

requisitions if his designation is configured in the approval configuration. 

Requisition 



Create Requisitions 

Allows user to create a requisition of type General or other 



Create Requisitions 

•If approval configuration is available for the designation of user and the „Can User 

a General Requisition‟ is selected. User can either draft or submit the requisition. 

The drafts can be viewed in the requisition list under the status „My Requisitions‟.  

•Draft of requisition can further be modified as required and then submitted for 

approval once finalized. 

•Once the requisition is submitted for approval then that requisition can not be 

modified or deleted by creator. Sent requisitions can viewed in the requisition list 

under the status pending. The action history is updated with request status as 

„Submitted‟ with approvers displayed to let the creator know about the approvers of 

his requisitions. 



•An automatic message for the users whose designation is the next approver of the 

submitted requisition and has permission to approve the requisitions. The message 

is “New requisition (<Req. No.>) created by <sender name> is waiting for your 

approval.” indicating that a requisition is pending for the user‟s action i.e. waiting 

for his/her approval. 

•Approver can view requisition under the status „Waiting for my approval‟.  

•Before taking any action on the requisitions, the approver has an access to view the 

Issue history. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

•It shows issue history for the items in the pending requisitions. This helps to the 

approver to take decision on actions to be taken on respective requisition. 

 

Requisitions 



•Approver is allowed to approve, modify and approve, deny or delete the 

requisition which have come for approval with necessary comments. Once the 

requisition is taken any action, it is removed from the list of approver. 

•Automatic message is sent back to the creator of the requisition about the action 

taken by the approver as an acknowledgement. If the requisition is deleted no 

message is sent to the creator. 

•If the requisition is denied, the creator is allowed to resent it by making 

appropriate modification as per commented by approver who denied it. 

•If the requisition is approved then the message “New requisition (<Req. No.>) 

created by <sender name and designation> and approved by <approver name> is 

waiting for your approval.” sent to the next approver as well, indicating that a 

requisition is pending for the user‟s action. 

•This procedure of sending messages continues till the requisition is finally 

approved. 

Requisitions 



•Action performed on requisition by approvers is displayed under request history with 

approver name, status and date. Then next approver is also displayed in it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

•If the first approver approves the requisition, it goes to the next approver for further 

approval. 

•Here in the chain of approver, if any of the designation has right as final approver, then 

he/she can final approve or deny the requisition without waiting for intermediate approvers 

of requisition to take action on it.  

•Once requisition is approved finally the requisition can not be edited or deleted by any 

one, but can be viewed. 

Requisitions 



•The list of the created purchase orders is displayed for user review. 

•PO details can be viewed for any PO from here. 

•PO can be deleted if the GRN is not generated for the PO.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

•Allows user to create a Purchase Order for the items those are out of reorder level to maintain the stock. 

•User can create the purchase order for 3 different ways as follows: 

•Item wise  

•Requisition wise  

•Individual Item wise 

Purchase Order 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Create Purchase Order 

Creating a PO Item wise: 

• In this, the items displayed are belongs to the different approved requisitions. 

• User can create the PO for individual or multiple items across the requisitions. 

• If the one of the item belongs multiple requisitions, the Requisition details are 

displayed with quantity. 

 



Create Purchase Order 

Creating a PO Requisition wise: 

• In this the approved requisitions are listed. 

• User can select requisitions to select the items from them. If the one of the item 

belongs multiple requisitions, the Requisition details are displayed with quantity. 

• The user can create the PO for individual or multiple items across the requisitions. 

 



Create Purchase Order 

Creating a PO Individual Item wise: 

• In this user can search the items from the stock and not from the approved 

requisition. 

• User can create the PO for individual or multiple items across the requisitions. 



View Purchase Order 

•The list of the created purchase orders is displayed for user review. 

•PO details can be viewed for any PO from here. 

•PO can be modified if the GRN is not generated for the PO. 



General Requisition Number (GRN) 

•The list of the created GRN is displayed for user review. 

•GRN details can be viewed for any GRN from here. 

•GRN can be deleted if the GRN is not generated for the PO quantity. 

•If all of the items of the PO are removed the PO is also removed. 



Create General Requisition Number 

Creating a GRN Item wise: 

• In this the items displayed are belongs to the different PO. 

• User can create the GRN for individual or multiple items across the PO. 

• If one of the item belongs multiple POs, the PO details are displayed with quantity. 



Create General Requisition Number 

Creating a GRN PO wise: 

• In this the POs are listed. 

• User can select PO to select the items from them. If one of the item belongs multiple 

POs, the PO details are displayed with quantity. 

• The user can create the GRN for individual or multiple items across the PO. 



View GRN 

•GRN details can be viewed for any GRN from available in the GRN list. 

•GRN can be modified to add new PO item, deleted added item modify GRN quantity of the items and 

GRN description. 

•There is no restriction on modification and deletion of the GRN. 



Thank You 
 

For Queries contact 
 

Regulus Information Technologies 
Address: Office No. -402, Pentagon Tower – P3 

 Cyber city, Magarpatta City,  
Hadapsar, Pune - 411 013, 

Contact Details :-Tel:-+91 20 64781041 
Email Address :-contact @ regulusit . net 
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